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The abstract nonlinear boundary value problem i(t) = f(t, x(t)) -t g(t, xt), 
a.a. s < t < T, x, = @px~, is treated. Existence and uniqueness results are 
obtained. 
1. INTR~DDcTI~N 
In this paper we study a nonlinear boundary problem for a nonautonomous 
nonlinear functional differential equation. More precisely we study the problem 
k(t) = f(t, x(t)) + d4 xt) a.a. 0 < s < t < T, (PI) 
5, = @x, , (Pz) 
where x(t): [-Y, 00) +X, with X a Banach space and di: C- C, where 
C = C(--r, 0; X). We define the function xt E C pointwise by x+(8) = x(t + 8) 
and let f :  [0, oo) x X - X be such that -f(t, .) + a(t) is m-accretive for some 
or(t) ER and let g: [0, co) x C - X be Lipschitz continuous with constant p(t). 
There will also be some restriction on the t-dependence off and g. 
We consider first the initial value problem (PI) with 
xs = v (Pa) 
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for some p E C and show that there is an evolution system U(t, s) in C, associated 
with (PI), such that if x(t) is a solution of (Pr), (Ps) then xt = U(t, s) F. So any 
solution of the boundary value problem is a solution of 
@U(T, s) v = v. (1) 
Consider the space C,, ; that is the space C endowed with the norm 
From [lo] we know that for any u EIW there is a g* E:R such that U(t, s) is of type 
a* in C, , that is 
Thus if @: C, --f C, is Lipschitz continuous with constant 11 @ IJo , it is clear that, 
provided 
II @ Ilo exp(a*(T - ~1) < 1, (2) 
@U( T, s) is a contraction in C, . Thus there is a unique 9 satisfying (1) and if 
(Pr), (Ps) has a solution for all v  E C the boundary value problem has a unique 
solution. Unfortunately, in general it is only possible to prove that solutions of 
(PI), (Ps) exist for v  in a certain domain B C C [3], so we have to prove that the 
fixed point of (1) is in b. We shall do this under further restrictions on f  and 
assuming that @ is a pointwise map. 
Conditions will be given such that (2) is satisfied. In particular it will be seen 
that if a(t) + /l(t) < 0 for all t, then (2) holds if /I @ (I,, < 1, while if for all t 
a(t) + /?(t) < 0, then II@ 11s < 1 implies that (2) holds. Otherwise, if for some t 
a(t) + /3(t) > 0, then to satisfy (2) we require that I/ @II,, < 1 and T - s is 
sufficiently small. 
For the semilinear case (that is, f linear) it is proved in [7] that, in a more 
general situation than above, there is a unique mild solution of (Pi), (Pa) for 
all v  E C and that the segments of solution are again given by an evolution system 
U(t, s) in C. We generalize Fitzgibbon’s results to show that, for any 0 E Iw 
there is a u* E R such that u(t, s) is of type u* in C, . Thus again if (2) holds 
the boundary value problem has a unique mild solution. 
Boundary value problems for delay equations have been considered by many 
authors though there appear to be no results when the boundary conditions are 
nonlinear. For linear problems Fredholm alternative-type results have been 
proved (see [9, Sect. 6.51 and the bibliography given there) and many results 
also exist for nonlinear perturbations of linear equations (see [5, 6, 11, 141; 
also [9, Sect. 9.61 and the bibliography given there). The general idea in these 
is that if conditions are such that there is a unique solution of the reduced 
linear equation and the nonlinear term is sufficiently well behaved then the 
perturbed problem will also have a solution. Our approach is similar. As in [4] 
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we can regard the delay equation (PI) as the perturbation of a nonlinear ordinary 
differential equation and the conditions we set will ensure that in some sense 
there is a unique solution of the reduced ordinary differential equation. The 
work closest to ours is that of Fennel and Waltman [6] where among other things 
they study (PI), (PJ with X = R”, @ linear and pointwise, and f  = 0. Our 
work on the semilinear case will provide an extension of this result. In addition 
our results will partially extend those of Waltman and Wong [14]. The form of 
boundary condition used here has been motivated in part by that used for an 
abstract ordinary differential equation in [12, 131. 
2. THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
Before looking at the boundary value problem we assemble some results 
concerning the initial value problem (PJ, (P3). A function w(t): [s - r, T] -+ X 
is a strong sohtion of (PI), (P3). if 
(i) r(t) is continuous in [s - I, T], x(t) = y(t - s), t E [s - r, s]. 
(ii) x(t) is absolutely continuous on compact subsets of (s, T). 
(iii) x(t) is differentiable a.e. on (s, T) and satisfies (PJ a.e. 
Suppose that f and g satisfy 
(f.1) For each t E [s, T] there is an a(t) E R such that -f(t, .) + a(t) is 
m-accretive, a(t) being continuous in [s, T]. 
(f.2) There is a continuous function h: [s, T] -+ X which is of bounded 
variation and a continuous monotone increasing function C, : [0, co) - [0, co) 
such that, for )\ > 0, sufficiently small, x E X and s < t, T < T 
I(1 - Af (t, *))-‘x - (I - Af (7, .))-1.x I < x 1 h(t) - h(T)] Cl{1 x I>. 
(g.1) For each t E [s, T], g(t, .) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 
/l(t), a continuous function on [s, T]. 
(g.2) For s < t, 7 < T, there is a continuous monotone increasing 
function C, : [0, 60) + [0, 00) such that 
I &9 94 - g(Tl dl < I W) - WI Cd ‘p IIh 
where h is the same function as in (f.2). 
Here 1 * 1 denotes the norm in X and 11 . (I the supremum norm in C = 
C(--r, 0; X). We recall that an operator& D(B) C Y 4 Y isaccretiweinaBanach 
space Y if for each h > 0 and x, y  E D(B) 
II~-YYlu~ll~-Y+~~--~Y/I,. 
B is said to be nz-accretiwe if R(1+ XB) = Y. 
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We shall make extensive use of the generalized domain D(B) defined as 
follows (see [l-4]) 
where B, = B(I + M-l. Note that D(B) C B(B) C D(B). I f  f(t, *) satisfies 
(f.1) and (f.2) then it follows immediately that B, = s(--f(t, .)) and hence also 
Df = D(f(t, *)) is independent of t. 
Although Eq. (Pr) is only defined on [s, T], for convenience we extend it to 
all t > T by defining f(t, .) =f( T, .) and g(t, .) = g(T, .) for t > T. I f  we 
also define h(t) = h(T) for t > T, then conditions (f.l), (f.2) (g.l), and (g.2) 
hold for all t > S. 
We can now define for all t 2 S, the operator A(t): &4(t)) C C -+ C by 
D(4)) = Iv E c v’ E c, 9w =fk do)) + At, d>Y 
A& = -cp’ 
It is proved in [4] that --A(t) satisfies analogous conditions to (f.1) and (f.2) 
and therefore (see [2]) A(t) “generates” an evolution system U(t, T) in C in the 
sense that the limit 
up, T)cp = $2 fi (I + ((t - 7)/n) A(7 + i(t - +wl 94 t>r>s, (3) 
*=o 
exists for all q E B = D(A(t)) and U(t, T) satisfies 
up, t)p) = 93 9,Eii, t>s, 
fJ(t, 7) U(T, u)(lJ = up, +p, 9 E 0 t>T>uas. 
Moreover U(t, T) is of type y(t) = max[O, a(t) + /3(t)]. That is, 
II UC4 ~)p, - u(t, ~)1c, II < II q - $11 exp (s,” y(a) du), 93 4 ED. 
Further, it is proved in [3] that U(t, S) is a translation operator, that is, 
w, s) v@) = LT’(t + 0, 4 y(O), t+e>s, 
(4 
= v(t + fl - s), s-r<t+O<s, 
and that if X is a Hilbert space or if f is continuous and everywhere defined then 
for v  E D = {p’ E C; v  is Lipschitz continuous and ~(0) E B,> U(t, s)p) gives the 
segments of a strong solution x(t) of (Pr), (Pa) in the sense that .T~ = U(t, s)p 
We now prove the following uniqueness result. 
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THEOREM 1. suppose that f and g satisfy (f.l), (f.2), (g.l), and (g.2) and 
x(t) is a strong sozution of (Pl), (P3); then ql E D and Xt = up, s)p 
Proof. For simplicity sets = 0. If x(t) is a strong solution of (PI), (P3) then 
it follows by definition that x(O) E DI and so, as x(O) = ~(0) and D = (9’ E C; 
~(0) E &] [15, Proposition 21, we see that v E D. 
Suppose p E D and define z&)(t) = n,‘li,” (I + l A(ie))-~v, where [t/c] is the 
greatest integer less than or equal to t/e. Then x(‘)(t) = z&)(t)(O) satisfies 
E-l(&)(t) - X(E)(f - c)) + (A(T)uyt))(O) = 0, t >Q 
where r = [t/c]c, i.e., a+)(t) satisfies 
E-l(+)(t) - .x(E)(t - c)) = f (T, x”‘(t)) + g(T, z&‘(t)), t >o, 
x’qt) = v(O), t <o, 
so that 
Xyt) = (I - ef (7, .))-I [.+‘(t - c) + cg(7, u’“‘(t))], t > 0. 
Note that, as in [2, p. 731, 
l$$-l jj U”‘(f) - up, 0)p II = 0 (5) 
uniformly for 0 < t < T. 
Set 
W)(t) = --9(t) + c-l(x(t) - x(t - e)) a.e. 
= -f (4 x(t)) - g(t, xt) + E-q(t) - x(t - 4) a.a. t E [0, T], 
so that 
x(t) = (I - ef (t, .))-I [&E)(t) + eg(t, xt) + x(t - c)] a.e. on [0, T]. 
Thus if G,(t) = (I - cf (t, a))-l, 01 = maxtEIO.TI 4th P = maxts[O.T1 B(t), then 
for almost all t E [0, T], 
1 x(t) - .qt)( 
< / G,(t)[W(t) + cg(t, xt) + r(t - E)] - G,(t)[&‘(t - l ) + cg(T, u”‘(t))]l 
+ 1 G,(t)[&)(t - c) + cg(T, u”‘(t))] - G&)[d”(t - l ) + cg(T, &)(t))]( 
< (1 - EC+1 {c 1 W(t)\ + I x(t - c) - xyt - 6)\ + +I (1 Xt - u(‘)(t)ll 
+ E I 40 - 441 G{ll fw)llH 
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However, from (5) [I z&)(t)lj and h ence 1 .@(t - E)I is bounded for E small and 
t E [0, T] and thus, as in [4], j g(T, z&‘(t))1 is also bounded. Thus, integrating 
over [0, t], transposing the part of the integral from 0 to t - E, and using the 
fact that (1 - ~~y)-l - 1 = Ea(1 - cc-l, we find that there is a K such that 
<--I t 
s 
1 x(‘)(s) - x(s)/ ds 
t--E 
< a(1 - EOI)-r it 1 s(~)(s - c) - x(s - c)l ds + c-l j-O I q(s) - v(O)/ ds 
--c 
+ (1 - EOL)-~ Jot I Pi ds + ,8(1 - <(~)-r s,” // X, - &)(s)II ds 
+ K It 1 h(s) - h([s,‘+)j ds. 
0 
Hence letting E + 0, 
I w, 0) 9x0) - 4t)l 
< a j-* I U(s, 0) v,(O) - x(s)1 ds + P j-t II U(s, 0)~ - N, II ds. 
0 0 
Let 0 E [-Y, 01. Then, for t + 0 3 0, 
1 u(t + 8, 0) p(O) - x(t + e)l G (I a 1 + 8) 1” II U(S, Oh - x, II ds. 
0 
Thus, using the translation property (4) and (Pa), 
and (1 U(t, O)p, - xt (( = 0 follows by Gronwall’s inequality. The result now 
extends easily to F E B. 
We now estimate the Lipschitz norm of U(t, s) in C, . We recall from [lo] 
that if u < 7, 
Furthermore, if g(t, p) is Lipschitx continuous in C with constant p(t), then it is 
also Lipschitz continuous in C, with constant &,(t), say, and if u < 7, 
A(t) < f%(t) < PA9 exp((T - 4yN. (7) 
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LEMMA 1. (i) Iffor any a E Iw we define 
u*(t) = max[u, 4) + B,(t)] 
and 
then A(t) + u* is m-accretive in C, and 
(f4 
(ii) The minimal value of u* will be given by u* = u = w, where w = 
~up~~[~,r] w(t) is the unique solution of w(t) = a(t) + &,,&t). I f  for all t > s, 
a(t) + /I(t) < 0 then w < 0, otherwise w > 0. 
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from [lo]. 
(ii) For fixed t the minimum value of u*(t) is obtained when u*(t) = w(t) 
(see [lo]). So for any u, u* >, W. That w* = w follows from (7) and (8). 
Suppose now that a(t) + /3(t) < 0 for t 3 s. It can be seen that w(t) < v(t), 
where v(t) is the unique negative solution of a(t) + fl(t)e-W(t) = v(t). By the 
implicit function theorem v(t) is continuous in t and thus w < 0. 
It is worth noting that 
LEMMA 2. If A(t) + a is acuetive in C,, then A(t) + 7 is accretive in C, for 
all 7 2 U. 
Proof. From [4, Lemma 11, A(t) + u is accretive C, if and only if, for all 
~1 t vz 6 WV)), 
I vdo) - P&Q G (1 - W1 II ~1 + Wtb, - ~)z - Wh IL . 
The result follows using (6). 
3. THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR POINTWISE CD 
From now on, for simplicity we shall assume that D(f(t, *)) = X so that 
D = C. We turn to the boundary value problem (PI), (P.J. We shall deal first 
with the case in which @ is pointwise as this is where our chief results are and 
also it will help to clarify the general case. With w as defined in Lemma 1 we 
require @ to satisfy 
(Q.1) 0: X-t X and is Lipschitz continuous with constant 1 @ ] such 
that ] @ I exp(w( T - s)) < 1. 
We regard Q, as a map from C,,, to C, by defining (@v)(e) = @(v(e)) and it can 
be seen that @: C w -+ C, is Lipschitz continuous with constant II 0 Ijw = 1 @ 1. 
505/3412-9 
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We know from Lemma 1 that if al(t) + ,8(t) < 0 for all t > s, then w < 0 and 
thus (Q.1) is satisfied if / @ 1 < 1. If for some t > s a(t) + p(t) > 0, then w > 0 
and we must require [ @ 1 < 1; (Q.1) is then true provided T - s is small 
enough. 
We can see immediately from Lemma 1 that if 0 satisfies (@.I) then @U( T, s) 
is a contraction in C, and thus has a unique fixed point v,, , say. So if the initial 
value problem has a solution for all F E C, it follows from Theorem 1 that the 
boundary value problem has a unique solution given by x(t) = U(t, s) v,(O). 
However, if as is usually the case, we only have that (Pr), (Pa) has a solution 
for v E fi we have to prove that p,, E D. This is what we now do. 
If al(t) + b(t) < 0 for all t > s and there are periodic boundary conditions 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that a(t) + /3(t) < 0 for all t > s, that @ is the identity, 
and thatfandg satisfy (f.l), (f.2), (g.l), and (g-2). Then if the initial value problem 
(PI), (PJ has a solution for all v E D the boundary value problem has a unique 
solution. 
Proof. From [2, Theorem 6. I] there is a unique p0 E D such that U( r, s)vs = 
vc, and moreover p0 E fi. Thus the required unique solution is given by x(t) = 
w7 4 %P)* 
This result will now be extended to more general @ but first we give the 
following description of tj which will be required in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3. The set b is given by i? = {v E C; q~ is Lipschitz continuous and 
cp(0) E Dr). Also if 1 ~(6) - Al <L max[eae, ~~‘1 1 0 - 0’ (, -r < 0, 8’ < 0 
then 
I 4th IB,,,, < m45 I -fP, dO)h + I At, dl19 
where I4th IB+, = lho II A&b IIw . 
Proof. The proof follows much the same lines as [4, Theorem IO] and will 
not be given. 
We now extend Theorem 2 to all pointwise @ satisfying (D.1) and all a(t) 
and /3(t). However, to do this we must restrict f  further and require 
(f.3) f  is everywhere defined and maps bounded subsets of [0, CO) x X 
into bounded subsets of X. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that f ,  g, and Cp satisfy (f.l)-(f.3), (g.l)-(g.2), and 
(G.1). Then if th e initial value problem (PI), (P3) has a solution for all v E 6, the 
boundary value problem (PI), (PJ has a unique solution. 
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We define a set Q(N, L) as follows: 
Q(N, L) = (p’ E C; I ~(0) - de’)1 < max[eweI ws’lL I0 - 0’ I, II P IIw G W. 
It is easily seen that Q(N, L) is a closed subset of D. We shall show that for 
suitably large L and N, @pU( T, s): Q(N, L) + Q(N, L) so that its fixed point 
9)s is in D. We assume throughout thatf, g, and @ satisfy (f.l)-(f.3), (g.l)-(g.2), 
and (D.1). 
LEMMA 4. There is an N > 0 such that if 11 v IIw < N then also 
II @UP”, 4~ I/w < N. 
Proof. Let # E C, be fixed; then as 1 Cp I = II@ II,,, , 
/I @U(T 4~) Ilw < I @ I II cT(T, dp, - VT 4# Ilw + II @UK s)# Ilw 
< I @ I [N + II # Ilwlew(T-s) + II @UT, 4lcI /Iw 
= N, 
if we choose N = (I @ 1 I/ # Ilwew(T-s) + II @U(T, +b IlJ/(l - I @ I @=-9 
The remainder of the proof is considerably simplified by supposing that f and g 
are independent oft, so we treat this case first. Let A(t) = A, a constant operator, 
and U(t, 0) = S(t) the semigroup “generated” by A. As the problem is now 
autonomous we take s = 0. 
LEMMA 5. Ifg,EBandt,T>Othen 
II s(t + 4~ - s(t)v /Iw < max(@, ew(*+T)l I Ap, IB+, . 
Proof. From [l, Lemma 31, 
11 S(t + -r)p, - S(t)p) &,, < w-1(ew(t+7) - eat) 1 Ag? lb,,, . 
The result now follows from an application of the mean value theorem. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that f and g are independent of t; then there is an L > 0 
such that @S(T): Q(N, L)‘+ Q(N, L), where N is as dejined in Lemma 4. 
Proof. We give the proof for w < 0, that for w 3 0 is similar. Let v  E 
Q(N, L). Then, using the translation property (4), we see that, for 6 > 0’, 
/ @So - @S(T)p(el)l e-WB’ < I Sp I I S(Tb(0) - S(T)v(B’)I e-we’ 
G 1 CD 1 1 S(T + 0-0’)&?‘)-S(T)&q e-W@’ 
< I @ I II W’ + 0 - Qp, - S(T)v IL, 
G I @ I maxL% If (do))1 + I gb)ll I e--8’ I @-, 
where for the final line we have used Lemmas 5 and 3 and the fact that, if 
?J,(O)EWf), If(d9)lB G IfMWl [Z L emma 1.31. Under the given conditions 
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f  and g map bounded sets into bounded sets and thus if I/ p IIw < N there is a 
P such that If(v(O))j + 1 g(p)1 < P. We choose L = P and the result is proved. 
We thus have a solution of the boundary value problem in the autonomous 
case, provided only that the initial value problem has solutions for all v  E d. 
To extend this to the case where f and g depend on t we need an analog of 
Lemma 5. We shall use the following notation: 
LEMMAS. Forp,EBandO<s<T<t<T, 
// c(t, s)p, - U(T, s)p, IIw < max[l, &-‘)I 1 t - T I lim sup M(P,,-,j,,,l,,). (9) 
Proof. I f  h = (7 - s)/m and 11 = [m(t - s)/(T - 
greatest integer in X) then, as in [2, Proposition 2.31, 
s)] (where [x] denotes the 
- PA.,, llw * 
As in [2, Lemma 2.21 
8, n 
.< f  (1 - Xw)-n+k-i AM{P,,,). 
!c=m+1 
so II 9,.7I - PA,,,, llU < max[l, (1 - Xw)“-“1 (n - m) hM(P,,,,,} and (9) follows. 
We now require a bound for M{P+s),m,m} that is linear in M{~J} and hence 
in L. To do this we adapt the proof of [2, Lemma 2.31. Note that ----A(t) satisfies 
a condition of type (f.2) in C,,, and denote the monotone increasing function 
corresponding to C, by D. 
LEMMA 8. If 0 < s < T < T and /I g, IIw < N, 
lim sup WP(,-d h. ml 
m-a 
< Wd exp(4T - 4) 
+ I7 max[l, exp(w(T - s))](2D{max[l, exp(w(T - s))]N + H} + D(N)), 
where V is the variation of h over [s, T] and H is an absolute constant. 
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Proof. We only give the proof for w < 0; that for w > 0 is essentially 
similar. We first estimate 11 Pc7-S)Inr,k IIw for k < m. From [2, p. 691 there is a K 
which may be chosen uniformly for a E [s, T], such that for k > K 
II P(,-SLW - U(o, 49) /IL” -c 1. 
Thus if $ E C, is fixed, 
!i Pbsh,k IIw G II Vu, +P - W, +/ llw -t II Va, 44 /Iw + 1 
G II v llw + II 4 1101 + II U(a, +I IIW + 1 
<N+H 
for some absolute constant H, since U(o, s)# is continuous in (u, s). Hence, 
taking 0 = s + (T - s)k/m 
II %-Sh,k l/w < N + K for K < k <m. 
However, for 0 < k < K, we see from [2, Lemma 2.21 that 
llP( -) T 8 /m.P lIw d II v llw + (47 - 4l~WG~, 
< N + (K(T - s)/m)MW. 
We now apply the iteration technique used in [2, Lemma 2.31. Let X = 
(r-s)/mandK<j<m. 
I -4(S + jx)PA.j lfi,w < II A(s + $)P*,j-l L 
< (1 - hw)-l I -g(s +jWA,j-, IB,~ 
< (1 - Xw)-l (I -4(s + (j - l)W,,j-, ID+ 
+ I 4s +j4 - 4s + (j - 119 W PA,I--1 II,)), 
where we have used the fact that ---4(t) satisfies a condition of type (f.2) in C, . 
Now by iteration 
I 4 +j4 PAA Is,*, < (1 - Awl-j l4)cp IL,, 
Kfl 
+- c I & + ih) - h(s + (i - l)q Lq PA.<-1 L> 
i=l 
I 4s + q - 4 + (i- l)A)l D(ll P,\,f-1 II,,‘1 
i=K+!Z 
G (1 - A,)-j M(v) + VD{N + KM(~)} + VD{N + H). 
(10) 
But again using (f.2) 
I -4(t)PA.m 1~3,~ d I 4s + mWA,m IB+ + I 4s + mh) - h(t)1 W PA.,, IiJ. (11) 
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Using (10) withj = m and (11) and letting m tend to infinity yields the required 
result. 
We now obtain the equivalent of Lemma 6 for the t-dependent case. 
LEMMA 9. There is an L > 0 such that @U(T, s) maps Q(N, L) into itself, 
where N is as in Lemma 4. 
Proof. We only give the proof for w < 0; that for w > 0 is similar. Let 
‘p E Q(N, L). Then using (4), Lemmas 7 and 8 and analogous computations 
to those in Lemma 6 
1 @U(T, s)p(B) - @U(T, s)v(6’)je-we’ 
< I @ I(exp(4T--s))Wd + 2 WN + H> + WNI) I e--8’ I. 
However, by Lemma 3 
max[l fh do)) I + I .& v)l, 4; 
also f (., .) and g(., *) map bounded sets into bounded sets. Thus for 11 v  j/W < N, 
there is a P such that (f (t, y(O))1 + 1 g(t, v)l < P for all t E [s, T]. SO M(y) ,< 
L + P and choosing 
L = (pedT-s) + 2 VD{N + H} + D{N})/(l - ] @ ] ew(res)) (W 
yields the required result. 
Remark. I f  @ = I, a(t) + /3(t) < 0 for all t > s and f and g are periodic, 
then we obtain a periodic solution of (PI). Solutions of the corresponding initial 
value problem are asymptotically stable and all tend to this solution as t tends 
to infinity. I f  f and g are independent of t then this solution is a constant function 
(see [15, Proposition 41). 
The following lemma shows the connection between Theorem 3 and [14, 
Theorem 5.21 (see also [ 11, Lemma 2.21). Let f satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
3; then -f (t, .) generates an evolution system lV(t, s) in X (see [;?I) and we see 
from [2, Theorem 3.11 that if the initial value problem 
k(t) = f (t, x(t)), a.a. t 2 s > 0, (13) 
x(s) = y (14) 
has a strong solution for some y  E X, it is given by IV(t, s) y. Define a mapping 
Y: C+Cby 
( Yqw) = W(T + 4 49J(O), T + 0 > 0, BE[-r, 01, 
= dT 4 4, T+e<o. 
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LEMMA 10. Let f and @ satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3. Then I - @Y is 
invertible and thus if the initial value problem (13), (14) has a solution for aU 
y E X, the boundary value problem (13) with (PJ has a unique solution. 
Proof. Given $ E C, we wish to solve uniquely 
(I - @Y)p, = If5 (15) 
Consider the equation 
(I - @WT, $1)~ = 1G(O), YEX. (16) 
The Lipschitz norm of @W(T, s): X -+ X is bounded by 1 @ 1 ~+r-~) so that 
@ W( T, s) is a contraction and (16) h as a unique solution y0 say. Thus if we 
define 
~(4 = @JW- + 6 4~0 + W), T+e>O, 
= ‘&XT + 4 + $P), T+6<0, 
we have the required unique solution of (15). 
Note that if, as in [14, Corollary 3.21, X = Rn and f and @ are linear and 
bounded, then it follows that (I - @Y)-l is continuous provided T - s > r. 
Thus in this situation the hypotheses of [14, Theorem 5.21 are satisfied, so 
Theorem 3 is a partial extension of that result. 
4. THE GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We now consider the case where @: C -+ C and is Lipschitz continuous with 
constant 1) @ 11. Thus for any u E R, @: C, + C, is also Lipschitz continuous 
with constant 
/I @ Ilo. < max[eu’, e-or] /I @ 11. (17) 
As for the pointwise case we wish to find u such that @U(T, s): C, -+ C,, is 
a contraction with fixed point ~a . The solution of the boundary value problem 
will then be given by U(T, s) v,,(O), provided that (PI), (PJ has a solution for 
v = v0 . So, in the notation of Lemma 1, we want 
(rP.2) @: C-+ C is Lipschitz continuous and for some o E R 
II @ IL exp(a*(T - 4) < 1. 
The best result will be obtained by minimizing 11 Q, Ijo exp(u*(T - s)) with 
respect to u. If @ is pointwise, then ) @ I = I] @ II,, and the minimum is attained 
when u* = a = w, so for this case (Q.1) and (Q.2) are equivalent. 
More generally, if a(t) + B(t) < 0 f or all t 3 s, the following condition will 
be seen to imply (D.2). 
(a.3) @: C - C is Lipschitz continuous and 11 Q, 11 < 1. 
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This is proved as follows. If  <p satisfies (Q.3) then from (17) there is a o, such 
that I/ @I/,, < 1 whenever 1 Q 1 < a,, . But, as w < 0 we may choose u such that 
0 > u > max[--a,, w], thus u satisfies d(t) + /&(t) < a(t) + /l”(t) < a(t) + 
p&)(t) = w(t) e w < u, so u* = u and (0.2) holds. If, for some t > s, 
(~(2) + p(t) 2 0 then (0.3) implies (G.2) provided T - s is small enough. 
For, if we take (r = 0, then U* = y  = maxt,&a(t) + /3(t)) and (G.2) is satisfied 
provided (2’ - s) < y-l log II@ 11-l. 
Unfortunately in this general case it does not appear to be possible to prove 
that the fixed point v,, E D, at least by the methods used when @ is pointwise. 
In particular Lemmas 6 and 9 no longer appear to hold. In the next section we 
shall discuss a special case for which solutions of (PJ, (Ps) are known to exist 
(in the mild sense at least) for all v  E C. 
5. THE SEMILINEAR PROBLEM 
We shall now study the semilinear case. Suppose that f is linear and that it 
“generates” a linear evolution system IV(t, s) which satisfies 
(W.1) IV(t, s) is jointly continuous in (t, s) and there is a(t) E I& which is 
I w(t, 41 < exp Ji 4~) du. a continuous function of t, such that 
Thus (Pr) has the mild form 
- s t W(t, T) g(T, x,) dr. P Pl)’ 
Suppose further that g satisfies (g. 1) and 
(g.3) g: [0, co) x C - X is a continuous function. 
Thus, apart from the linearity off, the conditions required here are less 
stringent than those required in Section 2. 
In [7] Fitzgibbon proves that if f and g satisfy (W.l), (g.l), and (g.3) then 
(PI)‘, (PJ has a unique solution x(s, p)). He then defines a nonlinear evolution 
system iY(t, s) in C by U(t, s)cp = +(s, p’) and shows that if a(f) + /3(t) < 0 
then U(t, s) is of type zero. Under further restrictions on OL and B he goes on 
to prove that, provided T - s is large enough, U(T, s) is a strict contraction 
in C. We now show that in fact for all CL and @ analogous results to those of 
Lemma 1 hold in this situation. Once this is done the theory of Section 4 will 
apply so that if @ satisfies (G.2) we shall have a solution of the boundary value 
problem (PI)‘, (P.J. 
We shall adapt the proof of [7, Theorem I], using the following lemma 
which is proved in [7]. 
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LEMMA 11. Suppose that h(a) is a continuous nonnegative function on an 
interval [u, b]. If t, denotes a maximum point of h on [a, b] and there exists a 
continuous nonnegative function g(.) on [a, b] such that 
h(t,) exp (J:” g(s) ds) I=, h(a) + Jaf” 4s) g(s) exp (I g(u) du) 4 
then 44 = SUPte[a,bl w 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that Wand g satisjy (W.l), (g.l), and (g.3). Then, fey 
each u E R, 
II u(4 s)v - U(h s)C /lo < II v - * IL exp(u*(t - s)), 
where u* is as in Lemma 1. 
Proof. We define u*(t) = max[u, cu(t) + /3,(t)] and (I* = ~up~~[~,~] u*(r) and 
let x(t) = X(S, v)(t) and y(t) = x(s, #)(t). We show first that, for t E [s, s + Y], 
II xt - yt Ilo < II v - * IL exp(u*(t - 4). (18) 
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there is a 7 E [s, s + Y] such that 
II x, - y7 Ilo > II v - * Ilo exp(o*(T - 4). (19) 
That is, 
e,syFol / x(t- $- 0) - y(7 + @)I e-“*(r+e)e(o*-o)e > 11 y - 8) Ilo e-O*‘, 
so that, as u < u*(t) < u*, 
sup 
tds.s+rl 
1 x(t) - y(t)1 e-“*t > 11 93 - 4 /IO edory. 
Suppose that this supremum is attained at t, . Then 
II xto - yt, Ilo e?*‘o = eEsy~o, / x(t, + 0) - y(to + e)( e~“*(to+e)e(o*-o)e 
< I x(&J -y(t,)l eP““. 
Now it follows immediately from (PI)’ that 
I 44 -r(t)1 exp (lTt -44 du) 
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So, with t = t,, , 
II xtO - yt, Ilo e-“*(to-s) exp (ltO (u* - a(u)) du) 
However, PO,(~) < U*(T) - a(r) < U* - a(~), so, using Lemma 11 with g(T) = 
U* - CZ(T) and h(7) = )( x, - y7 /I0 exp(--o*(T - s)), 
II xt - Yt IL e-o*(f-s) ,( 1) p - * IJo , 
which contradicts (19). Thus (18) is true for t E [s, s + Y]. The result extends to 
t > s -1 I by iteration. 
It follows immediately that 
THEOREM 5. Let W, g, and Cp satisfy (W.l), (g.l), (g.3), and (Q.2). Then 
there is a unique solution of the boundary value problem (PI)‘, (PJ. 
The case f = 0 is of particular interest. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that g satisfies (g.1) and (g.3) and that 
II~IIexpW-4) (1. (20) 
Then the problem 
R(t) = g(t, xt), 
@x, = x, 
a.a. T > t > s 3 0, 
(21) 
has a unique strong solution. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that, if u = 0, then u*(t) = 
maxPA /WI. 
Remark. Theorem 6 can be seen to include Theorem 3.2 of [6]. There 
Fennel and Waltman prove that if X = BP, g satisfies conditions (g.1) and (g-3), 
and 0 is a continuous linear operator from C to C satisfying 
II@Il[B(~--s))+1l~L (22) 
then the boundary value problem (21) has a unique solution. It is easily seen 
that (22) implies (20). 
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6. AN EXAMPLE 
We consider the following example of a partial differential equation with 
delay (see [7]), 
wy, t) 
at 
= itl afj(t) a~~~y~’ + & hi(t) au:; t, + ‘(4 ‘(YV t, 
+ WY, t - r)), (23) 
@(u(Y, T + 4) = U(Y, 4, f3 E L--r, 01, 
wherey = (yr ,..., yJ E IV; aij( *), bi( .) 3 0, c( 0) < 0 are real-valued continuous 
functions; for each t, aij(t) is a positive definite symmetric matrix; h: R - R is 
a Lipschitz continuous function with constant /3; and @: [w--f R is Lipschitz 
continuous with constant j @ 1 < 1. The equation is set in the Banach space 
X = (v: [w” + R; v  is continuous and vanishes at infinity} endowed with the 
supremum norm. 
If we formally define linear operators L(t) by 
(L(t)) U(y) = i aij(t) iz($\ + i hi(t) 9 + dt) 4Y), 
i.j=l 2=1 
then it is shown in [8] that the operatorsf: [0, 00) x X4X satisfyingf(t, U)(Y) = 
(L(t))u(y) for 24 E C,Z (the twice continuously differentiable functions with 
compact support) generate a linear evolution system lS’(t, s). It can be seen that 
W satisfies (W.1) with a(t) = c(t). 
For v  E C(--r, 0; X) we define g(v)(y) = h(v( -r)( y)) so that the mild 
abstract form of (23) is (Pi)‘, (Ps). It now follows from Theorem 5 that if 
c(t) + ,8 < 0 for t E [0, T], (23) has a unique mild solution. 
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